
 
Problem 
When Hawaiian Punch merged with Cadbury Schweppes Americas Beverages, 68 percent of buyers purchased the gallon 
size while 53 percent buy the half gallon, and trends revealed consumers are paying closer attention to nutrition facts and the 
benefits of consuming healthy products (Kerin, 2007), suggesting Hawaiian Punch could boost sales and awareness of their 
flavored Hawaiian Punch and Hawaiian Punch Lite lines. 
 
Hawaiian Punch advertising accounted for $2.2 million between radio and print. Other expenditures included an interactive 
Web site, coupons, shelf banners, in-store displays and placement in the juice drink aisle (Kerin, 2007). Promotions, like 
coupons, price reductions, rebates, premiums, sampling, sweepstakes/contests, tie-ins and loyalty programs, have proven to 
motivate consumer purchases (Mezura, 2008). CSAB wanted to implement both consumer and trade promotions.  
 
Fruit juice market 
Hawaiian Punch labeled a juice drink manufactured with fresh juice or concentrate, not exceeding 24 percent, to which 
sweetener and water are added. Juice drinks are second to the 100 percent juice category with 33.7 percent share, and are 
shelf-stable, requiring no refrigeration. Retail distribution is sold through supermarkets, trade sales (e.g. restaurants, 
foodservice companies), convenience stores, discounters, independent food retailers and vending machines.  
 
Distribution 
Finished goods 
Packaged in ready to serve containers 
Shipped to distribution centers for delivery to retail outlets 
Responsibility of independent food brokers and sales reps  
Retail buyer merchandises the juice drink aisle at location 
Retail buyer does not service the soft drink aisle 
1-gallon and half-gallon bottles 
 6.75-ounce single-serve standup pouches 

Direct-store delivery (DSD)
Licensed bottlers mix concentrate, sweeteners and water 
Bottlers package product and sell to retailers 
Bottlers deliver/shelve drinks soft drink aisle in supermarket 
or retail outlet; they do not service the juice drink aisle 
Bottlers stock vending machines 
Bottlers deliver syrup to fountain customers (e.g. restaurants) 
Packaging 2-liter bottle, 20-ounce bottle, and 12-ounce can 

 
Target audience 
Primary household buyers with children under age 18 shopping for juice and soft drinks at the supermarket 
Juices attract children “under age 6” and “up to age 12,”  
Soft drinks attract children ages 6 to 17 (Kerin, 2007)  
 
SWOT 

Strengths 
Named the number one fruit punch drink in the U.S. 
CSAB is fourth largest brand by volume 
94 percent brand awareness and strong brand equity 
Linked with fun childhood consumption 
Vitamin C content  
Nostalgic Punchy mascot  (Kerin, 2007) 
Only brand to employ two separate manufacturing, sales, and 
distribution networks to stock and serve the same beverage 
 

Weaknesses 
Flavor extension lacked awareness among households 
Traditional child-centered focus had been played down 
New policy banned advertising to children under age 8 
Punchy (mascot) no longer had prominence in advertising 
77 percent of buyers only purchased one package size 
(Kerin, 2007)  
Competitors include Coca-Cola Company, PepsiCo, Inc. Kraft 
Food, Inc., Ocean Spray Cranberries, Inc., Sunny Delight 
Beverage Company, Welch’s, Inc., and Nestle (Kerin, 2007). 

Opportunities 
Increase trials, repeat, frequency and quantity of purchases 
Counter competitor’s offers 
Extend brand use through cross-selling 
Build database and customer retention 
Reinforce brand image and strengthen brand relationships 
Provide an instant incentive 
Increase interest in the product and repeat purchases 
(Mezura, 2008). 

Threats 
Frequent buyer programs make consumers work too hard  
Promotions could emphasize quantity over quality 
Perceived as sales gimic instead of promoting good value 
Difficult to judge promotional sales and could be unprofitable 
Attract best deal shoppers instead of long-term consumers 
Copy-cat promotion by competitor 
Negative impact on branding (Mezura, 2008) 

 
Recommendation 
Consumer sales promotions, like display coupons, instant price reductions, on-package coupons, “buy #, get one” offers and 
sweepstakes, would be great incentives, as would a point-of-purchase display trade promotion. 

Hawaiian Punch Consumer and Trade Sales Promotions 
IMC 610 Introduction to IMC  
 
Hawaiian Punch, a blend of fruits such as pineapple, passion fruit, papaya and guava, is the number one 
fruit punch drink in the U.S., and appeals to both juice enthusiasts and the soft drink addicts. First 
introduced in 1934, it sold in quart-sized bottles of concentrate and ready-to-serve 46-ounce cans. Today, 
it sells a variety of flavors in frozen concentrate, gallon and half-gallon bottles, 2-liter bottles,  6.75-ounce 
single-serve standup pouches and 12-ounce cans at supermarkets both in both the soft aisle and juice 
aisles, as well as 20-ounce bottles at retail outlets (Kerin, 2007). Over the years, Hawaiian Punch has 
developed a large group of brand loyalists, and “Punchy,” the mascot, has led the company’s brand image 
and advertising as one of the most recognizable spokes characters.  
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CONSUMER PROMOTION  
Party with Punchy 
 
Objectives 
Increase bulk purchases of various flavors of Hawaiian Punch through price reduction and sweepstakes for a catered party 

 
Strategies  
Promote 1- and half-gallon bottles and single-serve standup pouches in juice aisle through finished goods distribution network 
Encourage high quantity purchases 
Reintroduce variety of flavors 
Focus on sweepstakes opportunity directed at children and reduced merchandise directed at adults 
Link product to the Website 
 
Tactics 
Advertise an instant “buy two, get one” on-package coupon when purchasing 1-or half-gallon bottles and pouches 
Use codes interior case of 12-pack cans to track purchases  
Promote a “Party with Punchy” sweepstakes with incentive that encourages purchase of bulk packaging 
Easy online entry to have a party catered by Hawaiian Punch where all the HP flavors could be reintroduced 
Invite Punchy the mascot to attend the Hawaiian-themed luau party 
Send consumers to the Website to register to receive a coupon for a reduced price HP product to try a new flavor 
Deliver coupons to email, and use codes indictate flavor and region purchased 
Create downloadable punch recipes, complementing snack food suggestions, and party favors on the Website 
 
Slogan   “Buy a 12-pack, gallon or half gallon of Hawaiian Punch and Punchy could serve the drinks at your next party.”  
Web call-to-action   “Visit HawaiianPunch.com to enter.” 
 
 
TRADE PROMOTION  
Punchy gets Healthy 
 
Objective 
Reintroduce health conscience consumers familiar with Hawaiian Punch to Hawaiian Punch Lite using a point-of-purchase 
(POP) display incentive 

 
Strategies 
Reintroduce Hawaiian Punch Lite 
Use an interactive POP display at a reduced price to retailers if it can have space at ends of both the juice and soft drink aisles 
Highlight “60 percent less sugar” attribute 
Link product to Website for nutrition facts 

 
Tactics 
Prominently use photos of fruits to increase awareness of “lite” beverage and “juice drink” 
Illustrate Punchy doing physical activities (e.g. bicycling, playing tennis, jump roping, surfing) to suggest healthy attributes 
Mont sensor and audio device on display to announce HP Lite health facts as shoppers walk by 
Send consumers to the Website to register for a coupon to purchase HP Lite at a reduced price on their next visit 
Drive consumers to the Website to learn health facts and benefits of HP Lite 
 
Slogan  “Punchy gets Healthy. You can too.”  
Web call-to-action  “Visit HawaiianPunch.com to get nutrition facts.” 
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